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CHAPTERONE

COLLECTING YOUR1HOUGHTS ABOUT

'INVESTIGATION AT THE OUTSET

Investigation is fact gathering. Before .examining investi-

gation in detail, you should take the opportunity to reflect

upon what you already know about fact gathering. What follows

are twelve hypotheticals involving Tom. Some of them deal with

his home life while others stem,from his employment as a para-

legal. Before studying the remaining sections of this text,

proceed along' the following lines:

/
k'a) Read each hypothetical carefully.

b) As to each hypothetical, make notes to answer the following

1 questions:

(i) tf you weid-Tom, what specific things would you
0

definitely not do to deal with the situation?

(14) Make a specific list of the things that you

would do.

c) From all of the lists that you have made in response to these

hypotheticals, organize a four-to-tep page manual on

or
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investigation. In your lists, you have written down

concrete things that Tom should or should not do. Now

generalize it all into principles or guidelines of in-

vestigation. Don',t just draw up another list,,however.

Ete sure that your Manual is so organized so that if-you
A 0

showed it to a stranger or to a member of your family,

they'would know what you are trying to docand would be

able to'understand clearly what:your:views on investi-

gation are:

4 P

d) ten yOu have completed atudying this text, come back to the

manual that you have written. Hasp your perspective....

changed? If you had to write tja,e.maniialiOver aginf.r, ,..,
would you changeany bf it?

. .

.
. .

e) When you are on the job as a paralegal_and have had some

investigation assignments, go back again to the manual.
ay

that you wrote. jias.your perspective changed? If you

had to write the manual over again, would you change any

of it?

'On ,September lst, Tom decides that

he wants to enter a Community College.

School opens in five days. There

are only two colleges that still allow

9
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time for registration. Both are about

the sizme d stance his home and he

can afford bo,th.
fm's

ppoblem is that

he doesn't know e ough %bout either college-:-

to make a decision. He works full-time

from 9-6 and rust continue to work right

up"to the first day of school in order to

N x
be able to finance his education.

'2. Tom teachei a second-grade class. It is the

wend of the school day on Friday and t1 bus.,

is:i*n front of the school ready to take about'

1/2 his class home. If the students are rppt

rout in time for the bus, it will leave without

them., 2:50 p.m. and the bus is scheduled

to leave at 3:05 p.M. Tom discovers that his

_brief case is missing from the top, of his desk.

3., Tom lives in Brooklyn. He has ilnteristed

in a job opeping twenty miles away in New Jersey.

On July lst, he spoke to th/e personnel manager

to talk about the job and arrange .for a personal

interview at 3 p.m'. on July 24th in New Jersey.

When Tom arrives on that date, he is told by

the receptionist that the job is no longer open.

On July 23rd, the Board of Directors fired the
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top administrative staff. The assistant

personne'l manager made a decision to postpone

hiring any new line staff and told the recep-

tionist not to take any new a Plications. The

receptionist interpreted tl s to mean that

there are no more job openings and this is what

she tells Tom. In fact, the 'personnel manager,

with whom Tom or,iginally spoke, did not intend

to cancel Tom's appointment. Yet Tom is flatly

told that there, are no -longer any; openings and

thaz't there is no one there to see him.

Tom is the fathe-n of two children, Ed and Bill.

He comes home one day and finds a small package

of marijuana in the front hall. He immediately
_

suspects one of his two sons and turns right

around and goes out to look for his sons.

In the above situation, Tbm finds Ed and Bill.

They deny any knowledge of the "grass." When the

.

all get back home, they And another bag of mari-

. juana in another room. They also discover that the

house had been burglarized, Ed says "maybe the

burglars dropped the stuff'!"
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6. Tom's son Bill has been accused of using abusiv

language ir'frontof his, teacher. Tom calls the
.

teacher who refuses to talk about it. The I--

...
....2.--)

teacher refers Tomwto the principal,er ihe ,.

principal refuses to talk about it and reffiom

to the Assistant Superintendent at ,the central

office.

'7. Tom's Sister is it She received a letter from.'

a local superMarket where she often buys goods

on credit. The letter informs her that she

owes $157..27 and that unless she pays within a

week, "legal proceeding's will be instituted"

against her. She calls Tom and tells him that she

paid the bill last week. She asks Tom to help her.

8. Tom works=for a local legal service office. The

office has a client who wants to sue hir landlord

because' the kitchen roof is falling down. ToT

is asked to go to inspect the premises.

.9. In the same situation as the ,abcrve, Tom arrives at

the- client's apartment to inspect the ceiling.

While talking to the client she tells him that

her daughter has not been home for three days;,that

her welfare check has not arrived for two months

and that her husband beats her. 4

12
4



10. A welfare department told a client that they
AP . i -

are going to terminate pubs assistance because
the client's boy frien s supporting her and

.
`ter family. The client den s this. Torn is.

assigned to the case.

11. A 2rlient has been to the office seeking help in-
.

°braining a divorce. med that her husband

beat her.. Several..weeks later, the officb
---.-a-trb*rney asks Tom to make a* vie. it to the c-Zn0

home to see if he can't come up with some *

'nation on this charge. ,Tom visits the client but

,
of the begctina ,-,',971e. gets

f

_when he begins to ask her if she has an-y probf

-.-
12.- Tom is in the Yield at the apartment Dra---.client : -

who claims' that She is being billed for an electric_
.

°refrigeMtor 'that she-never 'or-dere-a aria that she

ne.v.erF reeeive:eti-,f;TrAr decidgs.D get -two tet-te.rs.:
. . _

r 4-1, a l'etter:frorir't,Treapa2oprielit owner that the'f' - . _ . .

..p-altiire'ni Yes:4,10-t.,wir64.0.reiZg et r i.e t't-y-.',-anii -44; ,1 a
'"', '-',...' *:.`4,1 - , : 7,-, -.

.

yr -...,... , 1 -4,
from..mmi Qnee.--

, -41-1r7,416:

1:csol _4/ J orr

13071F3 , Sarir,

spga.-.Se d fie re iitty,,,

Tr-
. ...,..

',Puzli... , -27.;..1 ,.' . 1,.., , , . I
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.441,040

14. Tom's uncle used to live in Boston. After

spending two years in the Army, he'started

traveling across the country. He has not

1f en hearth freM for,' fivqyears. Tomdwants
r.

to locate hi6 uncle.

.
-4. .1*
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CHAPTER-Two.'

INTRODUCTION TO INVESTIGATION.

I'

There are a number of baSic conceptions about investigation

that we should look at before examining the specific skills in-

volved in investigation for a law office.

1.' Investigative techniques are often very individualistic.

Styles, mannerisms, approaches and techniques of investi-

gation can be highly personal. This is usually due to the lact

that for most investigative assignments, the investigator works

alcTe:. A law office usually,May have one or two full time

investigators if it has any at all. This situation tends to

encourage the investigator to rely heavily on his wits and to

develop approaches to problem solving that are peculiar to him.

Through a long period of on-the-job experience, he has settled

upon approaches. with which he is comfortable. This is'nbt to4*,

sayay,'however, that investigation is such an individualistic

skill that it is. impossible:to identify general guidelines and

pqnciples of investigation. It is. ossible to define helpful

generalizations,

15
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2. It is difficult, if not impoS-gtble; t replace the principle
of trial and 2LK2E.

A helpfu eralization, of course, is quite different

from a pradtice that works. Knowing the general principle, how-

ever, can pave the way to developing a technique that works.

All generalizations and principles are invalid fpr any one indi-

vidgal until he has tried it out and found it effective. The

4
process of testing principles and trying out techniques is the

process of trial and error. The generalizations will be "derived

from two so es. First, a course on investigation will attempt

to define the g is concepts of investigatiOn that have broad

applicability. Second, an investigator on the job will naturally,

draw conclusions about the effectiveness or ineffectiveness.of

what he does in the field. These conclusions become, formally

or informally, his own manual of investigative-principles.

3. It is impossible' to substiCute principle for hustle,
imagination and flexibility.

If there is one characteristic that singles out theeffec--

tive investigator, it is the willingness to dig. While many

investigation assignments may be relatively easy, (e.g., going

out to photograph the ceiling of a bathroom which a tenant

claims is fallihs down), most assignments are open-ended in that

the range of options and possible conclusions to a problem is

extensive. The answer is not there for the asking. As to such

assignments, the i vestigator must be prepared to identify and

ea.dsto be unorthodox., to let his feelings, hunches and

C 16
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intuition lead him where they will. In short, the principles

must give way to hustle and flexibilx ty.

Good investig- ors, are always in pursuit. They are on the

offensive and dall'twait .e facts to cbme to them. They

know that leg work is required. They know that 50% of their

leads will become dead end§. They are not frightened at road -

bls and therefore wont reeze e

at the first hurdle. They know

therethere are no perfect ways of getting information. Th y

,know that they must take' a stab at possibilities and tha it

takes persistent thinking and imagination to come up with the possi-

bilities. At the) e time, good inVestigators are not fools.

They don't pursue blind alleys. After being on the job'fara

tile, they have developed "a feel" for what is or is of a

reasonable possibility or lead. They have been able t 'develop

this "feel," however'', only because when,they first started in-

vestigating, they had an open mind and were not afraid to try

things out. It .is almost always true that when an investigator

comes back from the field and says "I couldn't find anything,"

ilhe has probably not do a thorough job. - ,

4. An investigator may not know what he is looking for until he
-ands it.

a
#
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As with legal interviewing, legal researcha and advocacy

generally,2 good investigation tends to live a life of its own

in terms of what it uncovers. There are two kinds of investi-

gation assignments:. First, the closed-ended assignment where

the end Product is,Jcarefully defined in advance, e.g., the

photograph assignment mentioned above in the tenant case. Second,

the, open-ended assignment where the investigator begins with

only the general contours of a problem and is asked to fill in

the facts, e.g., a client ha'S'been charged with a burglary and

the investigator is assigned to find out as much as he can about

the case. In the open-ended assignment (and in some closed-

ended ones), the investigator, by definition, is walking into the

unknown. He has almost no idea of what he will uncover or fail,

to uncover. Suppose in the burglary assignment he sets out to

focus on whatever is relevant to the burglary charge and in the

process discovers that a homicide was involved but isas yet un-

known to the police. He had no idea that he would find this
t

1 See StatskyW., Legal Interviewing f
atonal Paralegal Institute; 1973).

Law ,domeand
ParaleLegaj. Resear6h,
Paralegals: pme Starting

See Statsky, W.,

YE Fool of Law National Paralegal Institute

Paralegals

Analysissis and Writing for
Points (Antioch
, 1974).

earner-Focused
iTIEute, 1973 and

nistrative Agencies:,
Review (1973) .

-See Statsky, W.,Teaching Advocacy: L
Training for Paralegals (National Paralegal
Statsky, W., "Paralegal Advocacy Before Admi
A Training Format," University .21 Toledo Law

1

4



until he found it. Suppose that his office has a client who is

charging his employer with racial discrimination, and in the

process of working on this case, the investigator discovers that

this employee had a managetial job at the company andthat several

of the workers under this employee have complained that he has

practiced racial discrimination against them. Again, the investi-

gator had no idea that he would uncover this factor until he

uncovered it. In short, the key component 4-an open-ended

assignment is again an open mind. This is'Arue even with

respect to closed-ended assignments for in the process of carry-

inq them out, he may discover faCts or alleged facts that

broaden the case, putting him into the open-ended arena.
tir

'

. Investigation and Interviewing are closely related.

The interviewer 4 conducting the initial client interview

has two responsibilities: identify legal problems and obtain

from the client as many facts, that are., relevant to those

problems as possible. , The st,rtingt point f& the investigator

is the report prepared byl)the4nterylewerbon what the client

said and what the interviewer perceived; be the problems. ItA

is elthelclear,:from this 'report what the investigation newts

are, or they become clear after the investigator and his super-
'

visor have defined them more narrowly.

4
See footnote 1 supra.

19
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The investigator should approach the interview report with

a healthy skepticism.,, Thus far, all the office may know is

what the client has said, or what the interviewer thinks the

client sAid. The pespective of the office is therefore narrow.

Without necessarily distrusting the client's word, the investi-

.r gator's job is to verify the facts thus far revealed and to

determine whether new facts exist that were unknown or improperly"

identified during the interview. He cannot accept the report

face value. If new facts are revealed, or if the "old" facts

. are for the first time seen in a context that give them an

unexpected meaning, the investigative role has been broadened to

that of fact and problem identification. He is not simply

verifying what was said in the interview report; he is willing

to approach the problem almost as if the office knows nothing

about it or as if what the office knows.is,.invaiid. ,Byiado/Sting

this attitude., the investigator is able to give,theease an

entirely differpnt direction when the product of his investi-

gation warrants it

6. The investigator must be guided la goals and priorities.

It is one thing to say that the investigator must be open-

minded enough to be receptive to the unexpected and to come up

with leads that may not be readily at his fingertips. It is

quite another to say that the investigator should start in a

void. While he should be suspicious of assignments that are so

20
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defined that they appear to pre-suppose what will be uncovered,

he should insist on as much specificity as possible from the

supervisor who sends him in the field.

How clear a supervisor is in his own mind pout an

investigation may vary with each assignment. For example:

a) He has a very definite idea of what he wants.

b) He thinks Be knows what he wants, but he is not sure.

c) Whatever conception he has about what he wants,

he is not effective in .explaining it to the

investigator.

d) He has no idea what he wants other than a desire to

get as many faCts about the case as possible.

7
It may be that the supervisor has in mind a number of problems

_41-1d sub-problems. Every ne of-them may necessitate several

'investigation tasks. The above four comments on the relation-

/ ship betweeiithe supervisor and the assignment he delegates may

apply in varying degrees to each problem and sub-problem. HAce,

the first responsibility of the .investigator is to establish

communication .with his supervisor. With as much clarity as
.2

possible, the investigator must determine what the supervisor

has,in mind. In realizing this objective, the investigator will 1

verY often help the supervisor think out the problem and place

ittin perspective. In this sense, the investigator becomes a

sdunding board for the supervisor by giving him immediate feed

21

*
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back on the structure of the assignment and forcing him to take

a little extra time to think it through. After the investigator

has established some credibility; he should expect the super-

viSor to be turning-to himfor guidance on how some field

investigation assignments should be structured.

7. There is a close relationship among investigation, negoti-

ation and trial. '

There are two ultimate questions that should guide the

investigator's inquiry into every fact he is investigating:

-- --
a) How will alis. fact assist or hurt the office in

attempting to settle or negotiate the case

without a trial?

b) How will this fact assist or hurt the office in

presenting the client's case at trial?

A large percentage of legal claims never go to a full trial;

they are negotiated in advance.
5 Opposing counsel have a number

of bargaining sessions in which attempts will be made to hammer

out a-settlement that will be acceptable to their clients. Very

often they discuss the law that they think will be applicable if

the case-goes to trial. Even more often, they present each other

with the facts that they think they will be able to establish at

trial. Here the ,investigator's report becomes invaluable. As a

5See Statsky, W., Introduction to Litigations, Roles for the
Paralegal (National Paralegal Institute, 1974).

22
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result of this report, the, attorney should be able to suggest

(e.g., we have reasar(tobelieve...," or "we are now pursuing

leads that would tend to establish ..") a wide range of

facts that could be used at trial. His bargaining leverag- ____---
/

immeasurably in by a thorough investigation report.
=

z

There are instances when the paralegal -will be negotiating

himself. This occurs whery'an administrative agency is involved

that permits laymen to _represent clients before it.6 In such cases

the paralegal may be doing his own investigati in conjunction

with the negotiation and adVocacy.

For the cases that are *rout to g to trial, the signifi-

cance of the investigation report annot be overstated. Some of

the ways in which it can help, e attorney are as follows:

a) decidin whether not to go to trial at all;

b) deciding wh witnesses to -Call;

deci g what questions to ask of witnesses;

7///d) decidiug how to impeach (i.e., contradict or attack

the credibIlity of) opposing witnesses

e) deciding what tangible:!:Oi.physical evidence t

introduce;

f) deciding how to attack t13,tangible or phy cal

evidence'the other side will introduc

6See Statsky, W., Ethics, the Authorized .nd Unauthorized
Practice of Law for Paralegals: Cases Materi s and Questions
(National Paralegal Institute, 1974).

2 3
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/Againo for administrative agency cases where paralegals are

uthorized to represent clients at hearings, the same benefits

of comprehensive fact investigation listed above for trials

apply to the agency hearings.

For the investigator, to be able to assist his attorney-

supervi.sor at trial, he should be familiar with the standard,

formal fact-finding devices of depositions and interrogatories.

These devices are called discovery procedures. A deposition is

a question and answer session before trial conducted outside of

court, usually in one of the attorneys' offices. The attorney

asks questions of the other party or of a witness of the other

party in an eff_ort to obtaip facts that will assist him Inpre-

paring for trial. Depositions are usually *anscribet so that

typed copies of the. session are available. The same objective

exists with the use of interrogatories except that the questions
0

and answers are submitted in writing'r(ather than in person

An interrogatory is simply a written question. The paraleg 1
..--'

t

26(
discovery process, e.g., hellpmay }lave roles to play in th

draft the questions to be-submitted as interrogatories orkiimmarize

a deposition transcript., /'

The investigator should always read the questions and answers

in the interrogatories as well as the deposition transcript for

a number of reasons:

. a) 4ko look for names,.addresses or incidents that could f

,

----
become-leads'for his future field investigation;

2 4
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b) to cross-check some of the facts he has found in the

field with what has been said in the interroga-

tories or depOsition.

If the investigator has done some preliminary field work before

the interrogatories have been sent out or before the depositions

are taken, what he uncovers in the field can be of great value

to the attorney in structuring the questions for the interroga-

tories and depositions that are planned.

8. The investigator must be able to distinguish between
'rgEvlute proof of a fact" and "some evidence of a fact."-

The investigator ,must,not confuse his role with that of

a judge or jury in deciding what the truth is or is not. His

function is to identify reasonable options or fact possi °Itties.

To be sure, he can speculate to himself as to whether a judge or

jury would ever believe a fact to be true or not. The danger f

such speculation, hoWever, is that it will be engaged in

larly at the expense of coming up with options. The test that

an investigator should apply in determining whether t ursue a

fact possibility are:

.a) Am I reasonable in assuming that a particular fact

will help to establish qr case of the client?

.7'1a) Am I easonable,in assuming that I :cir4ga;ther enough

evidencVftsuch a fact that a judge, jury or

hearing OlffiCer might ,accept it as true?



c) Am I reasonable in assuming that a particular fact

will help to challen p or discredit the case of

the opposing party.

d) Am I reasonable in ass ing that I can gather

enough evidence on such a fact (i.e., which will

challenge or discredit the case of the other side)

that a judge, jury or hearing officer might:-

accept it as true?

9. The investigator must know some law.

The investigator does not-have to ban expert in every

area of the law or in any particular area of the law in rder to

Perform his job. For his field work to have a focus, how ver,

he must have at least a general understanding of evidende, ivil

procedure/ed the areas of the law covered by the facts of th'

client's case. He must know, for example, what "hearsay" and

"re/evance" mean; he must understand what the basic steps in

litigation are in order to see where his fact gathering can be

used and how it is often used in different ways at different

steps in the litigation process. Finally, if the action iS a,

divorce proceeding, inust know %7ftwett the grounds tor divorce-
. 6

are in his partidUlaIr jurisdiction. The same kind of basic in-

. t?
formation is needed for every area of the law involved or poten-

tiaili involved in the client's, case. This knowledge I quite,'

,different from what the ,attorney needs to litigate t case. It

t'
,f ,

_.
i

4 is an overview understanding which permits the investigator to
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.

give his Adatchings
_ _

thisiderstanding rimniber of:waysl

O

a) Throug* coufse--WOrk iri thelaW:taken before .tie is

on the job;

B seeing to it that when his supervisor gives him

cl*

instructions on the investigation assignments4

"pieties" of the law are explained to him in so

far as they are relevant'V the a ignments;
'NN

By talking to experiehced2.awyers7and parale4als len7

ever they have time to provide their perspective
6)

on the law;

d) by reading a chapter in a hornbook ore law review

article which provides an overview im a relevant

area of the law.

14-

This is not tsay thata paralegal cannot study (imvetigation

until he has this overview knowledge.- Thee are a great many

. general skills of investigation which can be explored now.

10. The inves

When the

ator must know the territory.
r

nvestigator is on the job, it will be important

for him to begin acquiring as detailed acknowledge as possible

about the makeup of the city, town or st te where he will ber

,

working. Such knowledge should include:

a) the)rolitical structure -of,the area: who is in'powerf

is the oppositionrin what direction is the

political structure headed?

'27



lo) the social and mltural tructure of the. aria: are
,oat

there raciah*problems; are there ethnic group-

-207\

that are diffuse or unified; are there

-different value systems at play?

c) miscellaneous speci is information: if you want to
10'

get something do at.pity hall, whom do you

see; does the directo of..articular agency have
40

any control over his s aff; what agene. gs havk

ble what court is

s

"real" services avail

- most helpful?

usuallyvery difficult for the investigator to acquire this

knowledge any way other than getting out into the field and

experiencing it first and. Others dan provide guidan9e, and .

;often will., In the fi al analysis, however, the invest

will-probably discover4that what others tell hirk 4s biased and

incomplete. He needs to establish hi's own network of contacts

And sources of information. Pirst and fdemost, he needs to
Nw

establish his own credibility in the comRifftity. People must get

to know and trust him. Simply by announcing himself as an

'investigator (or by presenting a printed cardsindicating,his

title an affiliation) he will

the community. He has to earn

gains a reputation as arrogant

not find instant coope'ration from

this ,coopeiat on., If he quickly

, dishonest, opportunist or

insensitive, he will quickly;find that few people will'want to

deaf him. An invIstigator could find himself' in no worse
prediCament.

-23
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Oft n the best way to learn tbout an area and to begin

establi ing co is is by being casual and unassuming. Have
A,-

you ever ed that insurance salesmen often spend three

fourths of their time with you talking about the weather, sports,

politics, the high cost of meat etc. before ever getting-to -their--T
sales pitch? Their approach iS to relax you,,to,find out whatr-

erests you, to shoW you that they are human, and then they

hit you wi e benefits of,buying their insurance. The investi-

g tWcan'learn from approach not only in establishing con-

tats at agencies and in the co unity ge eraily, but also,

ciiC cases.dealing with prospectivelmWitnesses on

11. The investigator can be a probleM solver.

The investigator may find himself in,a situation whey

can play a major role in solving problems so that litigation

will not be necessary. In contacting sources'of information,
r

for example', the investigator may discover that the -c1
o

misunderstood what someon said to him. ax helping t -clear up ,

the misundowtanding, the

the early 'disposition of the case.

igator iay,fbe able to facilitate

6

I

9
.9{
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POTE

-In most state ,a paralega does not have to e licen ed to

bean investigato California, however, is a ate th does

license some inv tors. Fame a the folio ing sec ions in

ess and Professions de of e Cali-

Would k,paralegal

. 0
a chapte from, the Busi

fOrnia C es ,Arinotated.

firm as a \ 3Ltime inve
/

section,s his chapter

.
No per on shall engage a, a busi =a regu-
lated this chapter; a t or as -ume to
act as; or represent hi' self to be a
licens =e unless he is ic..nsed under\ th,ls
\chapten; and no perso shall alsely \epre-
seNtt that he is emplo, ed by a linnsee.\

tigator` have to

ection 7620

orking

e licen

or a law

ed under the

Secton 7521

priyate.-1. vestigator within the
Me ing of this dhapte -a_ person other
thin a --insurance adjuster who, for an

b i-
h, or
ga-
r-

consid ration. whatsoever engages
'ne'S-*o^i accepts employment eo-fur
agrees to make, or makes, ,any
tion for the purpose of obtaini
mation with reference to:

Crime or' wrongs done or threatened 't
against the United States of America oi
any state or territory of the United States
of America; the identit§', habits, conduct,
business, occupation, honesty, integrity,
credibility, knowledge trustworthiness,
efficiency, loyalty, activity, movement,
whereabouts, affiliations, associations,
transactions, ace, 'reputation, or character

30
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of any person; th ocation, disposition,
or recovery of lost or' stolen property;
the cause or responsibility ,for fires,
.libels, losses, accidentsl'or damage or
injury to persons or to property; or
securing evidence to be ustd before any
court, board, offiCer, or investigating. _

committee. A

Section 7522

This chapter does n t apply to:
,(a) A person emplo ed exclusively and

regularly by one employer in connection
with the affairs of such employer only
and where there exists an employer-em-
ployee relationship.

(b) An officer or employe of the
United States ofAmerica, or of this
state or a political subdivision thereof,

%while such officer or employee is engaged
'din the performance of his official duties;
including a peace officer in part-time
private patrol employment, provided such
part-time employment does not exceed 50
houfs in any calendar month.

. -

(c) A person engaged exclusively in the
business of,6btaining and furnishing in-
formation as to the financial rating of
persons.
. . . .

li) An attorney at law in performing
his duties as such attorney at law.

(g)- A licensed collection agency or an
employee thereof while acting within the

. scope of his employment, while making an
investigation incidental to the. business of
the agency, including an'investigation of
the location of a debtor or his property.
where the contract with an assignor creditor-
is.foi the collection of claims owed or due
or asserted to be owed or due or the equiva-

lent.thereof.

31
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(h) Admitted insurers and age nd
insurance brokers licensed by the state,
perforMing duties in connection with
insurance transacted by them.

) A person engaged solely in the busi-
nes f securing information about persons
or pro rty from public records.

\,/
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CHAPTER THREE

FACT ANALYSIS: ORGANIZING THE

OPTIONS

ft,

The process described in this section of structuring or

organizing the fact options available in any given case may

appear to be complex and cumbersome at first glance. The point

to be remembered is that the process, once learned (and modified

to suit particular needs) can become second nature to an investi-

gator once he has understood it, tried it out, - evaluated it and

found it helpful. It is, of course, perfectly proper to adopt I.

another process that is found to be more effective. Whatever

method is used, there is a great need for the investigator to

deirclop the discipline of fact analysis as soon as possible.

There are a number of fundamental characteristics of facts

that should be understood:

e)
'a) Events take place.

b) Events mean different things to different people.

0) Different people, therefore, have different versions

of events.

d) Inconsi ten versions of the same event to not

necessarily indicate fraud or lying.

^. 33
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7

e) Although someone's version may claim to be the total

'picture, it may only contain a piece of the picture.

f) When someone is giving a version of an event, he

usually mixes statements of why the event occurred

with statements of what occurred.

g) Whenever it is claimed that an evel/t has occurred in

a certain way, one can logically expect that cer-

tain signs, indications or traces (i.e evidence)

of the event can be.found.,-/

Given,theSe truisms, the investigator should analyze he

f4ts before him along the lines indicated in the chart on the

following page.
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FACT ANALYSIS

IN

INVESTIGATION

STARTING POINT

_ ________,,,-,---;-
All ,the facts you presently-hive on the case. /

PROCEDURE

1. Arrangie the facts chronologicalli.
I

.

;
I. Place-a number before each i divudal fact

that needs to be establish in a legal
proceeding and that migh e in dispute.

--, AS TO EAC_EkG.T- //
4
''

1. State p9e8lsely ith quo-tes)
what the versi is,

VERSION I: The client's %

2. State the viden e or indi-
VERSION I: The opponent's cations at tend to support

ea-led-02r as assumed) the v sion according to the
person presenting the version.

VE ION/III: A witnesses'
3. Determine how you will check

VERSION IV: A witnesses' out or verify whether these
indications exist.

MERSION V: Your own
A4:

\
Make vlist of all the indica-

VERSION VI: Any other' tions that you think should
--TN,J reasonable version logically exist if the version

under exakination were true.
P . f 4

5. Determine how ,y will check
out or verify ether the items
on your lis exist.
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It is not inconceivable for a single client's case to have

twenty or thirty indivOual facts that are in dispute. Nor is it

unlikely that facts will change, or that people's versions of

facts will change in the middle of a° 'case. As to each new or

modified fact the same comprehensive process ,of fact analysis

needs to be applied.

To obtain the different versions of a fact may sometimes be

, difficult.
1

The differences may not be clear on the surface. Of

course, every fact will not necessarily have different versions,

It is recommended, however, that the investigator assume there '

.will.be moib than one version until he has demonstrated otherwise

to himself. Undoubtedly, he will have to do some
.
probing in oFliar'

o .uncover the versions that exist. -Better to do so now than to

be confronted with a surprise version at trial or at the agency'

hearing.

People will not always be(Willing to share their accounts or

versions of facts with the investigator. If he is not success-

ful in convincing them (or in manipulating them) to tell their

story, he may have to make some assumptions of what their spry is

likely to be and to check them out.

/

33-
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CHAPTER FOUR-

REAL VS. MANIPULATED VERSIONS OF

FACTS: PUTTING WORDS INTO-SOMEONE

°ELSE'S MOUTH

0,

Lest the investigator deceive himself, it should be pointed

out that he is net a mere newspaper reporter or a photographer'

who.simplyreports on what'he sees, hears and smells., 4e has a

much more dynamic role. In a very srgri)ficant sense he some-

times has the_power of "controlling" what someone else says about
110.

the facts. This can have its negative and positive consequendes.
_--r

At its worst, this can mean that the investigator is not

listening to the person, or is questioning him in such a manner

that he is Putting words into the person's mouth. The primary

technique that can bring about this result is the leading

question. 7 A leading gueStion is a pressure question, one that

/7
containsd(or suggests+ the answer in the statement of the ques-

tion. For example, "You in Baltimore at the tine, isn't

that correct?", "Yo1.1 earn `over $200 a
1
week?" "W,Iddit be

.

correct for me to say that when you drove up to the curb you
J

didn't see the light ?"

7
See Statsky, Legal Interviewing,-supra note 1 at/p. 47..

37
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Another tec:inique of manipulating someone's "answer to

our question is by including a premise-in your question which

has yet to be established, It takes an astute person to say to

such questions, "I can't answer your question (or,it is invalid)

because it assumes another fact that I haven't agreed to." In

the following examples of questions and answers, the person

responding to the question refuse's to be trapped b' the farm of

the question:

if
Q: "Xow much did it cost you to hayd your car,repaired after

the accident?
.

A: "It's not my car and it wasn't an accident; your clien't
deliberately ran into the car that.I borrowed.

Q:. "When dig you stop beating your wife?"

A: "I never beat my wife!"
-

/ I .

Q: 'I an you tell mi-what You/Saw?'

A: "I didn't see anything; d brother was
i

there and he told me

'what happened." .,

''

/-'' 7,/

i.

1

Q: "Can you tell,me what you saw?"

The last lead g question containing the'unestablished premise

can be hi ly detrimental. Suppose the question and answer went

as-f. lows:

A: "The car was going 'about 70 mph."

38.
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I.I

In fact, the person antweripg the.question did not see this hirm-

ucfself; his brother told hinOehA' a_ car was,tra3kling at this

speed. There are a number of reasons Why this person may eve

failed Eb tell the investigator that he didn't,J-s4,..anything

first hand:

p-
1

zo' 1..' , . ,-1) Perhaps he didn't hear the word,"4w4.,-in the
_

investigator's question.
,

2) He may have wanted the investigator to think that

he saw something himself; he,..may have wanted

to feel:" important by, cofiveying the

. impressio'h that he is a special person

because he has special information.

3) He may have felt that it was not significant
)

enough to correct the investigator's false

impression; hb may have thought that the

investigator was more interested in what

happened than in who saw what happened.

t,
Whatever the reason, the investigator has carelessly put himself,

in the position of missing a potentially critical fact, namely

that the person is only talking from hearday:

. Another way to blur communication is by completely avoiding

certain topics and concentrating only on selected topics. If

the.4investigator does not ask questions ut certain matters,

3 9
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.

'intentionally or otherwise, he is likely tb end up with a very

distorted picture of what the peson's version of the facts is.

Suppose there was an automobile ,collision involving Smith and

Jones. The investiOtoriS office is representing Jones. The

investigator finds a witness who says that he saw the accident.

The investigator asks him to describe what he saw. He fails,

however, to ask'him where he was at'nie time he saw-the collision.

In fact,-be was sitting in a park over two blocks away and could

see the l/ision through some shrubbery: The investigator

didn't ask'questions to uncover this,, it vasn't volunteered and,

otherefore, the investigator walks away with ?potentially dis:.

torted picture of what light this individual can shed on what'

took place, This is tlfe same damage that can be done by the use

of leading questions --with or without an unestOolished
premise.

In some instances, these techniques can have beneficial

results. First of all a leading question (withol4t,the unesta-

blished premise) can help jar someone's memory so that they are

'better able to recall the facts.. If this individual is con-

stantlydn need of leading questions in order to remember, how-

, every, the investigator has strong reason to,suspect that the,

person knows little or nothing as opposed to being merely shy

or inarticulate and in need Of a push now and then,

Suppose that the witness being questioned is not at all

cooperative or has a version of the facts that is damaging to the
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client of the investigator's office. It may be that the tech-

niques described in this section as normally improper can be
used to challenge his version of the facts. A leading question
with an unestablished premise, for example, may catch an indi-,

*4tidual unaware and give the investigat8r reaso le cause to

believe that the person is not telling the trut

Suppose that the.person being questioned is of hostile,
,but is neutral, or eemingly so. The way in which this indi-

.

vidual is quesA.oned may help him t emphasize certain facts as
opposed to others. nce he has committed himself to a version of
the facts either completely on his own, or with some subtle help

from the questioner, there is a.chance that he will stick by

this version becausehe doesn't want to appear to be vague or

uncertain. en investigator who takes such a course of action
however, must. be extremely careful. He is taking certain risks,

not because his conduct is illegal or unethical, but because a

witness who needs subtle pressuring from the investigator in

order to state a version orthe facts in a certain way is

probably going to be a weak witness at trial or at the agency
hearing. On gross-examination, he is likely to fall apart.

41
4
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CHAPTER IVE

SOURCES'-0E-EVIkNCE/SOURCES
F LEADS

Evidence is whatever tends to establish the existence of a

fact. There can be testimonial evidence (What someone -says) and

physical evidence (what can be seen or touched). Simply because

something is evidence, it does not mean that it is admissible

in court or in an agency proceeding. The confession of a defen-

dant for exam le,_is_clearjy evidence, but it is inadmissible in

criminal court if the police obtained it iiigu-ch_a way that it

violated the defendant's privilege against self-incrimina

,A "lead" is a pathto possible evidence. Of course, evidence is

often its own'lead to other evidence.

On the following pagethere is h partial checklist containing

some of the standard sourcesNof
evidence and leads at the dis-

posal of the Lnyestigator whether
he'is trying to ldcate a miss-

.,

irelative or taintgactS about an insurance claim. The list

is not preSented in rder any priority:

42
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CHECKLIST ON THE
, STANDARD SOURCES

OF EVIDENCE AND. LEAPS

Statements of the
_client, 2. Documents the client

brings with him or
can get

.

, r

--..

."(The attorney for
the other side
(may be willing
to provide infor-
nation)

-
4. Attorneys.involved

with case in the
past

5. Interrogatbries, de-
positions and letthrs
requesting informa-
tion

6. Pleadings (e.g.,
complaint)

;filed thus far in
the case

7. Newspaper accounts-
andnotices in the
media requesting
information,

.,8. Records of municipal,
' state and federal

administrative agen-
cies, generally.

9. Business records,
' (e.g., cancelled

receipts)

10. Employment records 11.'Phoeographs
12. Hospital records

13. Informers or the
"town gossip"

:
14. Surveillance of the
. scene

.

'

.

15. Police reports
and law enforce-

'4, meet agencies
generally

16. Fingerprints - 17. School records
18. Mi 6tary records

19. Use of alias
20. Bureau"i;?-vital

statistics iifd,
missing_persong

21. Court records .,

.

212. Office Of Politi.-
cians

-- -
23. Records of Better

Business Bureaus &
4 other consumer groups

24. Telephone book
and directories
of organizations

25. Accounts of eye-
witnesses

.

26. Hearsay accounts- I
27. Automobile

registrar

43
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28. Object to be
traced (eg., auto)

29. Telling your pro-
blem to a more
experienced.inves-
tigator and asking
him if he can think
of any leads

30. Credit, bureaus
8

.

31. Reports
tigative
written
past

of inves-
agencies
in the

32. Resources of public
library

.

33.

.

Associations-
trade or other-
wise

'34. "Shots in the dark"

.

8'!8A credit bureau charges a fee for
information; it is an inves-

tigative agency. The bureau has contacts with retail merchants in

an area who report their exp erience in trade with patticular indi-

viduals. A bureau may also4have ether-records on such individuals:

involvement in litigation, past
and.pmsent addresses, past and pre-'

sent employers, bank account information. The information that

an investigator receives from a credit bureau should only be re-

garded as a lead; he can rely on the information only when he.has

thoroughly "checked it out" himself.
,

44
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CHAPTER SIX

GAINING ACCESS TO RECORDS

It is one thing to say that the investigator should check 0

"......---records for evidence and leads; it is quite another to gain access
to these records. There are four categories of records:

1. Those already in the possession ot he client or of an

individual willing to turn them over 'to you on request.

2. Those in the possession,of a governmental agency or of a

private organization and available to anyone in the public.

ti3. Those in the possession of a governmental agency or.of a pri-

vate organization and available on request to ,the client .only, or

to the individual who is the subject of the records.

4. Those in the possession of a governmental agency or of a

private organization and claimed to be l for everyone
.

except in-l%ouse stair.

Ai a
, (

There should obviously be no difficulty in.gaining ;accessto
,0 .. .

..

the first category of records uriless.they have been misplaced or
.

-4lost, in Which event the person who once had possession would ask

45
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the source of the records to provide him with another copy. As to

records in the lAter three categories, 'the checklist on the

following page should. provide some guidelines on gaining access

t.to them.
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GUIDELINES TO

GAINING ACCESS
TO RECORDS

1. Write, phone or visit the organization and ask for it directly?

2. Have the client write, phone or visit and ask for it directly.
3. Draft a letter for the clierit to sign asking for it dirctly.
4. Have the client sign a form whi0 states that he gives youauthority to see any records..that pertain to him and thathespecifically waives any right to confidentiality that .he has with respect to such records.

.

5. Find out if the'oppOsing patty `has it, and if so, ask themto send you a 'copy.

6. Find oat if anyone else has it (e.g., a relative of theclient, a co-defendant in this or in 'a prior court case)and ask them if they will provide you with a copy.
7. For records available

generally to the public, find Out wherethese records are and go use them.

8. If you meet resistence
(fourth category of records) make abasic fairness pitch to the-organization as t y you,need the records':

9. Find out (via 4.egal research) if there are any statutes,
regulations%or cases that provide the client,' or that
arguably provide the client, with the right of access tothe records.

10. If the legal research lookseven sligltfy promising, let theorganization know you are (or that your office is)in the process of establishing a lagalibasis to gain
access to the records, and that the office is contemplating
the initiation of litigation to finalize,the right.

9
If the record or document,is located out of town, it ,Can

usually be obtained at minimal cost by writing to the person ororganization that has it. If time is of the essence, a phone callor follow up letter may be needed.

47
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11. Solicit the intervention of a poli ician-or of some other re-

spectablespectable and independent person in tr g to gain access.

12. If the person who initially turns down the request for

access is a line officer, ap eal his decision formally or
informally to his supervisor nd on up the "chain of
comMand" to the person with f nal authority.

10
414-

10 e'
On the "chain of command," see Statsky, W., Teaching

Advocacy: Learner-Focused Training for Paralegals, p. 39 (1973).

48
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CHAPTER SEVEN

EVALUATING TESTIMONIAL

AND

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

At al/I/times, the investigator must be making value judg-
i

merits on the utility of the evidence that he comes across. Again,

the test 'is not whether the evidence would be absolute proof of

' the truth or falsity ok a fact. There are a number of tests that

( should be applied:

1) Is it"relevant; does it tend'to ptovepir-dis-

prove any fact involved, in the case?
e..

c<
2) Is it worth pursuing either becausetit might

-

be used, in court or because it might be ar-.)-

lead/to other evidence?

3) Will its involve an inordinate amount of time

and energy to pursue, and if so, is its

potential worth 'minimal or substantial?

Generally speaking, thp.primary tests are imagination in co4ng

,3 with options and reasonableness incar-iying them out. There
r

. 4 9
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are a number of specific criteria that can be used to assist- the

investigator in assessing the worth of what he has. On the

following pages are checklists to be used in detgrmining this

worth.



CHECKLIST Oil THE VALIDITY

OF TESTIMONIAL EVIDENCE --
-,/

CHECKLIST TO USE IF THE PERSON
IS SPEAKING FROM FIRST HAND
(EYE WITNESS) INFORMATION

CHECKLIST TO USE IF THE PERSON IS
SPEAKING FROM SECOND HAND (HEARSAY)

INFORMATION

'1. How long ago did it happen? 4,
. Hold good is this person's

/Memory?
. 1. How far from the event was

he standing?
4. How good is his sight?
5. What time of day was it and

would this affect his vision:
6. What was the weattr at the

time and would this affect
his vision?

7. Was there a lot of commotion
at the time and would
this affect his vision or

this ability to remember?
8. What was he doing immedi-

o ate1y before the incident?
9.-How old' is he?
10. What was the last grade of

schooling he completed?
11. What is his reputation in the

community for truthfulness?
12. Was he ever convicted of a

crime or are any criminal
charges now pending
against him?

13. Is he an expert in anything?
14. What are his qualifications?
15. Is he related to, does he

work for or under, is he
friendly with the other
side in the litigation?
Would it be to this
person's benefit, in any
way, to see the other side
win?

16. Does any physical evidence
exist to corroborate what
this person is saying?

1. Does this pers.() ember
what was to d to him b
the other p rson (ie ,

the declara t) or w at he
heard him sa meone
else?

2. How is he sure th it is
exact?

3. Is the declar t available
to Confir or deny this
hearsay ccount of what_
he sai . I not,yrhy not?

4. 14nder-wh# condit'
deqarant allege
thdstateme
deOl

5. Is/
ill)?

re other hearsay esti-
y that will cor oborgie
is hearsay?

6!"-Does any physical evidence
exist to corroborate this
hearsay?

7. How old is this person; how
old i the declarant?

8. What i the educational and
`e lOyment background of
oth?

9. either of them related to,
(cork for or under) or
friendly with the other
side in the litigation:
Would.it be to the bene-
fit of either of them to
see.the other side win?

10. Is he willing to sign a
statement covering what
he has told the investi-
gator? Is he willing to
say it in court?

make
eg., was

51
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17. Does any hearsay evidence
exist to corroborate it?

18. Is he willing to sign a state-
ment covering what he has
told the investigator? Is

he willing to say it in

19. Is he defensive when asked
about what he knows

20. Are there any inconsisten-
cies in what he is
saying?

21. How does he react when
confronted with the
inconsistencies?
Defensively?

22. Are there any gaps in

what he 3.--s saying?
23. Does he appear to

exaggerate?
24. Does he appear to be

hiding or holdirig
anything, back?

52

11. Is he defensive when asked
about what he was told by
the declarant or what he
heard the declarant say
to.someone,else?

12. Are there any inconsisten-
cies in what hP Ls gqyin%5?

13. How. does he react when confron-
ted with the inconsisten-

-cies? Defensively?
14. Are there any gaps in what he

. is saying?
15. Does he appear to exaggerate?
16. Does he appear to be hiding or

holding anything back?
17. What is his reputation?
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CHECKLIST OR THE VALIDITY' .

OF PHYSICAL (TANGIBLE) EVIDENCE

CHECKLIST FOR WRITTEN MATERIAL CHECKLIST FOR NON-WRITTEN MATERIAL
. ,

-
1.' Who wrote it? 1. Who found it and under what
2 Under what circumstances ,,-. - circumstances? .

was it written? 2. Where was it found?
Y. Is the original avail- . 3: Why would it be where it was

able? If not, why not? found? Was it unusual to4. Is a copy available? find it there?
5. Who is available to testi- 4. Who is available to identify it?

fy that the copy is a 5:1 What identifying characteristics
true story?

, does it have?
6. Is the author available 6. Who owns it? Who used it?

to testify on what '7. Who owned it in the past? Who
. he wrote? If not,

why not?
used it in the past?

8. Who made it?
7. Is there any hearsay 9. 4hat is its purpose?

testimony available 10: Does it require laboratory
to corroborate the analysis?
authenticity of the 11. Can you photograph it?__,../

writing? 12. Is it stolen?'
8. Is there any other 13. Is there any public record avail-

_physical evidence,
avaliable to

able to trace its history?
14. What facts does it tend to

corroborate the establish?
authenticity of.the 15. Was it planted where it was
writing? found as a decoy?,

9. What hearsay or direct.
testimony or physical -*
evidnece is available
to corroborate or
contradict what is
said in the writing
(as opposed to who
wrote it)?\

16. Can you take the item-with you?

.

10. Can you obtain Sample
handwriting specimens
of the alleged author?,". .
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CHAPTER EIGRT

INTERVIEWING WITNESSES GENERALLY

1. Know what image you are projecting of yourself.

' In the minds of many peopie, an
investi'gator is often in- 4

g

volved in serious and dangerous undertakings. What reaction would

you have if a stranger introduced
himself to you as an "investi-

,

0

gator"? Would you te guarded and very suspiCious? The investi7

gator may not want to call himself Ali' investigator at all. He

may 'want to say -"my name is , I work for (name of law

office) and we are trying to get some information on
II \

on ,the other hand, he may fkhd that he is most effective when he

is direct and straight forward.- Can_pou think Of different

people who would respond more readily to certain images of inves-

tigators? The following is a partial list of some olf the images

that an investigator corid be
projecting' his dress, mannerisms,

approgch and'slanguage,v

-. professional.

Someone who is just going a job.

Someone who is emotionally involved

in what he is'doing.

5 4
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A friend.

Amanipulator or opportunist.°

A salesman.

A wise man.

An innocdnt,and shy person.

In sum, the investigator
must. be aware of (1) his own need to

P
project himself in a certain way, (2) the way in which he thinks "

he is projectmng himself, (3) the way in which the'person to.
whom be is talking perceives hiM and,(4) the e ect'that all of
this is having on what he is trying to accoml4ish.

//
,2. There are five kinds of witnesses: (a) hostile, (b) skepti-cal,167firendly, TaTUiTi.nteresterequr neutral and (e) all of

..._,
Me' above.

/
. ,

. .
. /

The hostile witness viarits.,Your
client to lose; he will try

. ,to set up roadblocks in your way. The'skeptical witness is not
', sure who the investigator is or what he wants in spite of the

investigator's explanation of his role. He is guarded and

unsure of whether he wants to get involved. The friendly witness

wantsyour client to win and will cooperate fully. The disin-
terested ''or neutral witness doesn'-t pale wh6 wins. He has infor-

.

'(nation which he 1,41.1 tell,to whomever asks., 06

\, If the hostile witness is the opposing party.who has re-
,

tainc3 counsel, it is unethical foethe investigator to talk

55
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directly with this person without going through his counsel. If

the hostile witness is not the represented party but is closely

associated with that party, the investigator shbuld check with

his supervisot on how,,if at all, to attempt to approach such a

witness.

The fifth category of witnesses is probably thL most accurate.

Witnesses are seldom totally hostile, skepticdi,- friendly or

14
neutral. At different times during the inveetigation interview,

and, at the. different times throughout' the various stages of the''

.case, they may shift from one attitude to another. While it may

be helpful to determine what general category a fitness fits into,

it would be More realistic to view any witness, as an dividual

in a state of flux in terms of what he wants,to say and what

is capable of saying.

.3. ...The investigator must make the witness want to talk to him.

The invests a or has the sometimes difficult threshold

problem of "sizing up" he person from whom'he is trying to

obtain information. What are sc or the states of mind thdt

such a person couldhave:

a-) He May want to feel important, generally,

b) He may,want to be congratulated fot knowing anything, ho ev r

the case

I.. 1
D
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c) He may want -absolute assurance from you that he won't get into
trouble by talking to you, 1.e shuns away from t lk of courts,
lawyer'S and law.

ti
d) He may be willing to talk only after you have given him full
assurance that you will never reveal the source of the inf oration
he will give you.

"6.

e) He may be willing to talk to -you only in the presence of his
friends.

a \ , . r
f) If he knows .your clie herma-y want to be told that you are
trying, to keep the client ou of trouble.

g) lie' may want the char4e, to m e t you first and then ,have you go
-------'-aWarriiiii-deTTEraec,,IrleWhetfier he wants Eo talk to you again.

h) He may nottibe alk to you until you fulfill some
of his needs,erg., liSten to his trbubles, help him get a job,
ac in a fatGrly or motherly manner, play subtle, seductive
games,

In short the i tiTator must gain the trust of the
ewe-ngvnren he isindividual by assessing his needs a

'ready to tell you what he knows. The investigator who takes out
h mmediately upon introducing himself is probably
too insensitive

1

eablish the communication that he' needs.
$

57
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W. The investigator must assess how well the witness would do

under direct and cross-examination.
'

As the witness talks to the investigator", the latter Must

I

be asking himself a.number of questions:
).

Z

p i. I

a)

1

Would he be willing to testify in court? Whateverbtpe

answer to this question is now, is this witnOt ttikely
11'." :'"*..-

'

to change his mind later?

b) Would he be effective on the witness ?dta d
4,

c). Does he know what he is talking about7;1

1

d) Does he have a reputation for isitOrily,caldtability or

-- -- truthfulness in the communitY'

el Is he defensive?"-

f) Would he know how to say -".3'm nod VUre:Or "I don't under-
,

,-,stand the question,:" hi'Opl5osedtogiving an answer

for the sake of\,givingan answer and not being

embarrassV?

g) Kerr41e talks, is he internallyconsistent?
,A

"h) ;Does he know how to listen as Well aSalk,?

When the investigator thinkthat th&witness is a potentihl

court room participant, he may t.y certain technique's to &ter-
,.
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mine answers to some of the above questions. For example, he may

drill the personwith very precise questions in order to test

his level of irritation and defensiveness.

4 4
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CHAPTERINE

SPECIAL,' TIGA EVE PROBLEMS:

SOME STARTING OINTS

1. Judgment Collection

4

-41 lawyer could win a money'judgment in court, but have

great difficulty collecting it later on. An investigator may be

asked to assist the law firm in ascertaining the financial

grength of a particular individual or corporation against whom

the judgment--wa-iObtained.

One of the best starting points for such an investigation

' is government records. The following is a partial list of records

available from the county, clerk's office or the municipal court:

- real property tax assessments

- personallproperty tax assessments

filings made under the Uniform

Commercial Code

- federal tax liens

- whether the individual or corporation

has been plaintiff or defendant in

prior litigation

60
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- whether the subject has inherited any

property or money (determined by

'-checking records of Strrrogate's

Court or whatever court in the

jurisdictionthat handles inheri-

tance and trust cases)

Such records could reveal a good dealof information on the
financial status of the party under investigation.

For corporations, the investigator should also check the
records of state and federal government agencies (e.g.,Securi-
ties and Exchange

Commission) with whom the corporation must
file periodic reports or disclosures on its activities and
finances. He should also check with people who have done
business with the corporation (e.g., customers or other creditors)
as Well as its competitors in the field. These records and con-
tacts could provide good leads.

2. *Missing Persons
sr

An investigator may be asked to locate a missing heir, a
relative of a client, a person who needs to be served with process
in connection with current litigation, etc. A missing person is
generally not difficult

to locate--unless that person does not

61.
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want to be found. Z'he first Step is to send a registered letter

to the person's last known address with a "return receipt

requested" which requests. the post office to forward the address
11

to the investigator.' Other possible sources for leads:

- former landlord, neighbors, postman, .

local merchants in area of last

known address

- 'local credit buzeau

police department, hospitals

- relatives
4

= referenc.es listed on employment

'applications

naturalization certificate, marriage

record, drivers license, car

registration
ti

- ad in the newspaper

11See "Checklist on the Standard Sources of Evidence and

Leads," -supra p. 35.

6 2
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3. Background Investigations

.:,tOn the following pages there a form used by a large

Manhattan investigation firm f its general background inves-

tig'ations on indiViduals.- They first part. of the form seeks

information that goe, to the identification of the subject.

The antecedent data covers prior history.

63
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0
.,

BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS

IDENTIFICATION OF SU JECT

1. Complete name Age SS#

Marital status wife's name; pertinent info

children's names and ages

y'

2. CURRENT RESIDENCE ADDRESS AND TYPE OF NEIGHBORHOOD

OWN OR RENT LOCAL INFORMANTS

(HOW LOG AT PRESENT ADDRESS-PRIOR RESIDENCE INFO

3. BUSINESS AFFILIATION AND ADDRESS, POSITION, TYPE OF BUS.

64
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ANTECEDENT HISTORY

1. PLACE1 DATE OF BIRTH t

41

PARENTS' NAMES b OCCUPATIONS

'WHERE DID THEY SPEND *THEIR YOUTH?

2. EDUCATION WHERE, WHICH SCHOOLS, DATES OF ATTENDANCE

DEGREE? WHAT KIND?
ANY OTHER INFO PERTAINING

TO SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT, EXTRA CURRIC. ACTIVITIES

3. FIRST EMPLOYERS TO PRESENT F/T or P/T, POSITION OR TITLE,

JOB IESCRIPTION, EXACT DATES OF EMPLOYMENT, WOULD THEY REHIRE?
TYPE OF COMPANY

65
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4. RELATIONSHIP WITH PEERS, SUPERVISORS, SUBORDINATES 7/WHERE DO

HIS ABILITIES LIE...ANY OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES, HONESTY, TRUSTWORTHI

NESS, INTEGRITY...DOES HE WORK WELLUNDER PRESSURE...ANY DEROGATORY?

IF SO,.WHAT ARE DETAILS') REASONS FOR LEAVING...WOULD THEY REHIRE?

...SALARIES...HEALTH...REPUTATION...RELIABILITY...JOB
UNDERSTANDING '

...1ILLIUGNESS TO ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY....

IF SELFEMPLOYED--WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF THE'BUSINESS...WITH WHOM

DID HE DEAL?...CORP. NAME?...

DATE b PLACE OF INCORPORATION'

WHO WERE PARTNERS, IF ANY?

WHAT % OF STOCK DID SUBJ. OWN? WAS BUSINESS SUCCESSFUL?

WHAT HAPPENED TO IT?

IF SOLD, TO WHO?

AFFILIATES?

ANY SUBSID. OR

5. WHAT IS HIS CHARACTER OR PERSONALITY LIKE? DID INFORMED KNOW

HIM PERSONALLY?

HOBBIES?

FAMILY LIFE?

EVEN TEMPERED? LONER OR JOINER? INTROVERTED,

EXTROVERTED? WRITTEN OR ORAL ABILITIES?
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DOES INFORMED KNOW ANYONE ELS WHO KNOWS

6. CREDIT

-.7. LITIGATION CIVIL CRIMINAL BANKRUPTCY
STATE FEDERAL LOCAL

8. BANKING-FINANCIAL BANK

TYPES OF ACCOUNTS-AVERAGE BAL.

HOW LONG HAVE THEY HAD - ACCOUNTS
ANY COMPANY ACCOUNTS?'

,

IS HE PERSONALLY KNOWN TO OFFICERS OF THE BANK?

ANY BORROWING? SECURED OR UNSECURED?

IF SECURED, BY WHAT?

DO THEY HAVE,FINANCIAL
STATEMENT ON THE SUBJ.?' O

WHAT IS HIS NET WORTH?
OTHER ASSETS...REAL ESTATE

STOCKS. EQUITY IN HIS CO., EV.

67'
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QUEUE/ha

Which of the following statement do you agree or

4
disagree with') For those statements_,that you are

unsatisfied Mith, ow would you modify them tore-
.

. flect your own vi

4

1. .Investi on is a separate profession.

2. There is a great difference between investi-

gation condUcted by the police and that conduc-

ted by a par.alegal I4rking fcir a laW office.

3. An investigator is an advocate.

4. It is impossible for the investigator to keep

from showing his own personal biases while in the

field investigating.,

5. There is often a need for a separate investi.

gation to verify the work of another investigation.

6. A good investigator will probably be unable to

describe why he is effective. There are too many"

intangibles involved.

7. good idea for an investilhtor to specia-

fize'in one area of the law, e.g., automobile

r

6 8
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egligence

...,

.
,

th ,an,i vestiga or, there is reason to su4-ect

someone willing to talk to and coopekate

that 'this p

Itigator.

rying to manipulate the inves-

4.

q
r

t

s
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